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Enjo laying!
Disp

"Enjoy displaying"
A new idea display case was born.
"DISPLE" is a new idea display case that can be assembled with free display presentation according to the size and attractiveness
of the exhibit by the module structure with 100mm×100mm base module as the minimum unit. As the base module, we have made
"plug-in module" that can take power from the electrode jack and "surface module" that glows with surface light emission. These
base modules can be connected by a free combination irrespective of the ceiling surface/floor surface. By controlling from the
control box you can enjoy the lighting effect easily. From accessories to large-sized exhibits, exhibits that make use of expandability and directing function of "DISPLE" are possible. Also, even if the contents of the exhibition change, you can easily display the
optimum exhibits simply by changing the combination of the modules.

The size can freely be extended
You can extend the size freely by adding the base module of the ceiling surface/floor surface without increasing the number
of display case of different sizes for such as small-sized to large-sized exhibits. Since the ceiling surface/floor surface can
be separated, the ceiling surface can be connected as a floor surface and it can be used as a base for diorama etc.

You can enjoy lighting effect production
You can place an effect module such as a spot light type LED light on a plug-in module. In addition, it is possible to illuminate
with light emission of the surface module in sufficient brightness, and nine patterns of lighting effects for each base module
from the control box is possible.

Easy and free combination,
Product line-ups added one after another
With the modular structure, you can configure the ceiling surface/floor surface with your favorite base module, so you can
freely change the way you would like to attract and decorate according to the exhibits. By combining optional parts of the
plug-in module and various presentation modules currently under development, the enjoyment of the display will be expanded further.

Two types of "base modules" are available : "plug-in module" which can receive power from electrode jack and "surface module" which
glows with surface lighting. These base modules can be connected in any combination regardless of the ceiling surface/floor surface, and
can also control the lighting effect from the control box.
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A rich line-up of 100 combination patterns
"Standard set" and "Starter kit"
"Standard Set " - you can choose from the combination of 8 prescribed sizes, 3 types of acrylic board shapes and base module.
"Starter Kit "- with one base module and control box.
Depending on the exhibits, you can choose from a line-up of over 100 combination patterns.

As a display case perfect for general sizes such as commercial figures, "standard set" in 8 types of
prescribed sizes is available. Of course you can also extend the size.

W100×D100×H150

W100×D100×H200

W200×D200×H250

W200×D100×H180

W300×D200×H200

W300×D100×H180

W200×D200×H300

W300×D300×H360

※No control box and AC adapter are included in a "Standard set"

In addition to the "standard set" that can be selected from three types of acrylic board shapes, we
prepared "starter kit "that comes with a single base module and control box.
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STARTER-KIT
It is a kit that you can enjoy "DISPLE" easily, with a set of one base module and
control box. As a pedestal for small exhibits such as 1/12 figures, toy cars and accessories, you can enjoy lighting effect production even with one base module.
STARTER-KIT (Plug-in Module)

STARTER-KIT (Surface Module)

Illuminating with versatile lighting effect !
Easy control with "Control Box"
Since the ceiling surface/floor surface can be composed of your favorite base module, you can easily enjoy the optimum
lighting effect by spotlight and surface light emission in accordance with the way of showing and decoration of the exhibits.
Control of lighting effects can be easily done with "Control Box".

"DISPLE" has also one of the features that can easily control the lighting effect according to exhibited items. You can control the
lighting effect of spot light and surface light emission by nine lighting effect patterns pre-set in the "control box". Also, if you use
"decorative LED/connector" and embedded LED in the model and control it with the control box, you can enjoy the electrically decorated model easily without the knowledge of the electronic circuit.

CONTOROLBOX
Responds to the surrounding sounds !
Nine lighting effect patterns available
0. OFF
1. Lit
2. Blinking
3. Shimmering
4. Dimming (adjusted)
Control Box SE

5. Dimming (fixed)
6. ID lighting (loop)
7. ID lighting (reverse)
8. Sound sensor 1
9. Sound sensor 2

※This is the directing pattern of Control Box SE.

Control Box LE

It is a control box that controls the lighting effect, which can be said as the "brain" of "DISPLE". In addition to supplying power to the base module, you can control the
base modules connected by joint parts with nine patterns of lighting effects. Direction of lighting like stage lighting can also be done easily. It is also possible to produce
lighting responsive to the sound flowing around. A single control box can supply power up to 24 base modules.

SPOTLIGHT

LED CONNECTOR

COMING SOON
Shimmering module
(under development)

Spotlight (white/black light)

Decorative
LED connector

Decorative LED
(R/G/B/White/Light bulb color)

Turn table module
(under development)
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forcolle̲shop
If you have any questions or opinions about "DISPLE", please feel free to contact us.

Utilizing the advantage of "module structure", we can accept custom order according to your request such as on size, module
configuration and so on.
In addition to "Deco-Kit" which decorates "DISPLE", we propose a unique display case.

CUSTOM ORDER
We propose "DISPLE" according to your request,
such as on size and module configuration. Please
feel free to contact us.
[Reference example]
M/s. MARUBUN Corporation

Display case for their own products

・ Display size : W 500 x D 400 x H 400

・ Module configuration : Plug-in module × 24pcs.
Blank module × 16pcs.
Spotlight × 8pcs.

・ Back Acrylic board spec : Black mat finish / Mirror finish

DECOKIT
You can decorate the whole "DISPLE" with original design by pasting "deco parts" which printed graphic pattern by special printing on
frame parts and "deco-sheet" printed graphic on PET film sheet on the back surface or the floor surface.

Logo mark printing on deco-parts

Embossed printing reproduces

Deco-sheet adopts PET film

real texture of leather and wood grain

with good coloring and durability

Manufacturer
NAITO Inc.

Contact information
SENSE OF WANDER LIMITED

116 Kawaguro
Miyoshi-cho, Miyoshi-city, Aichi Pref.
470-0224
Japan

Unit 406, Cocoa Studio, The Biscuit Factory, 100 Drummond Road,
London, SE16 4DG
+44 20 8065 5643
info@senseofwander.co.uk

